nition system research [1] . round noise.
Speech enhancement is of interest to many researchers because removing noise from the signals is a major concern for developing a robust speech recognition system. When removing noise from a signal, the properties of the original signal should be retained [2] . The clarity and quality of the speech signals are degraded by the presence of additive noise. So speech enhancement techniques are used to enhance the corrupted signal. Noise can be classified into many types depending on the nature and properties of the noise sources. Additive noises like background noise, impulse noise, speaker interfering noise and non additive noises like speaker stress, non-linearities of microphones etc. affect the quality of the speech produced.
Due to the multi-resolution and localization properties of the wavelets, Wavelet Transforms are used in various research areas including signal and image denoising, data compression and classification problems. In this paper, speaker independent isolated words from Malayalam are used. The wavelet coefficients are denoised using wavelet denoising techniques which use soft thresholding. The wavelet coefficients of the noise and the target signal are separated using a boundary called the threshold [3] which is estimated depending on standard rules. But simple threshold can suppress the noise only up to an extent. So here a new algorithm is proposed in order to smooth the signal so that the sharp variations in the speech signals are smoothened there by obtaining a signal which is smoother than the original signal. Then soft thresholding can be applied for further noise reduction. The outline of this paper is given below. The objective of this work is defined in section 2. The database created for recognition is described in section 3. In the next section, the principles of Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) and the wavelet chosen for the work is explained. Section 5 describes the speech enhancement method using soft thresholding. The proposed algorithm for adaptive smoothing of the speech signal is explained in section 6. The performance evaluation of the experiments done and the results obtained are shown in section 7. Last section provides the conclusion of this work.
Problem Definition
The primary objective of this paper is to remove as much as noise from a speech signal to improve the quality of speech there by designing an efficient speech recognition system. Speech enhancement algorithms are used to improve the quality and clarity of the speech by reducing noise [4] . There are different types of speech enhancement algorithms available like filtering techniques, spectral restoration techniques, modelbased methods and wavelet based methods. Since speech enhancement is an important factor which can improve the recognition accuracy, research in this area is of great importance. Here, wavelet denoising is employed which is considered a non-parametric method [5] . In this work, we have used two methods. First one uses soft thresholding and the second one uses a new algorithm to smooth the edges of the signal followed by the application of soft thresholding. Comparison is done in terms of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), spectrograms of the signals and waveform plots for ST and for Adaptive Smoothing Soft Thresholding (ASST).
Words database
In Malayalam, there is no built-in standard database available. So, a database is created with 1000 speakers of age between 6 and 70 uttering 5 Malayalam words each. This gives a database consisting of a total of 5000 utterances of the isolated spoken words. This gives a moderate size for our study. We have recorded the speech from 400 male speakers, 400 female speakers and 200 children for creating the database. Male, female and voice of children differ in pitch, frequency, phonetics and many other factors. The samples stored in the database are recorded by using a microphone at a sampling rate of 8 KHz (4 KHz band limited). The spoken words, words in English, their International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) format and translation in English are shown in Table 1 . 
Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) and Choice of the Wavelet
In DWT, a signal can be expressed in both time and frequency representation. A signal can be analysed and reconstructed with DWT using its multi-resolution filter banks and special wavelet filters [6] . The main characteristics of the wavelet transforms are that they can use windows of varying size, which is broad at low frequencies and narrow at high frequencies. This gives an optimal time-frequency resolution in all frequency ranges [7] . In DWT, the original signal passes through 2 filters namely a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter and produces 2 signals called approximation (low frequency) coefficients and detail (high frequency) coefficients. In speech signals, approximation coefficients are of more importance than detail coefficients because they represent the characteristics of a signal more [8] . . Selection of the wavelet family and hence wavelets plays an important role in signal denoising. In this work, we have used the most popular wavelets called the Daubechies wavelets that are found to be efficient in speech processing applications. The main criteria for selecting an optimal wavelet function is to reduce reconstructed error variance and to increase SNR. If the number of vanishing moments is more, it causes complexity. But they provide better performance in reconstruction and cause less distortion into the processed speech signals. So here we have used wavelets with more vanishing points.
Wavelet Denoising using Soft Thresholding
There are two popular thresholding functions used for denoising signals using wavelets namely hard and soft thresholding functions [9] . In hard thresholding, elements whose absolute values are less than the threshold are set to 0 and in soft thresholding, the elements whose absolute values are lower than the threshold are first set to zero. Then the nonzero coefficients are shrinked towards 0. Hard and soft thresholding can be expressed as
Where X represents the wavelet coefficients and is the threshold value. Here we have used soft thresholding technique. The value of is taken as the universal threshold developed by Donoho and Jonstone [10] which is defined as = , where is the standard deviation and N is the length of the signal. The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added here. Suppose x(t) is the original signal and the noise added is n(t). Then a signal y(t) can be represented as the summation of the original signal and the noise as y(t) = x(t) + n(t) [11] [12] . The de-noising procedure used here has three steps.
Using Daubechies wavelets, compute the wavelet decomposition of the signal up to level 8. Apply soft thresholding to the detail coefficients. Reconstruct the signal using inverse wavelet transform.
Proposed Adaptive Smoothing Soft Thresholding method
Many research activities have been carried out and proposed for finding new speech denoising algorithms using different threshold values and by combining different thresholding techniques. In this work, we have used the already well defined soft thresholding technique. The new idea developed is to smooth the signal before applying thresholding. Speech signals are often contaminated by sudden, abrupt noise signals that are represented in the form of spikes or troughs. The spikes/troughs distort the calculations and produce erroneous results. Elimination of such sudden variations has always been a challenging task. In ordinary thresholding, only the top/bottom portions of a spike are cut out. But the steep gradient in the waveform will exist which actually accentuates the distortion. Attenuating a distortion without actually affecting the original waveform is of prime importance. In the proposed ASST method, previous values are compared with future values to determine the general trend of the signal and thereby facilitating suppression of random troughs. If these sudden spikes are reduced by smoothing, then automatically more noise components can be reduced and the original signal can be captured in its fullness. This smoothened signal is then given for denoising using soft thresholding which produces SNR values which are greater than that of using soft thresholding alone.
In ASST, the sign of the present value of the sample and the next value are compared. Yi is compared with Yi + 1. If both the values are in the same direction and in an increasing trend, the samples are reproduced in total and amplified by a smoothing factor less than 1, say 0.5 which decrease when the trend continues. When there is a reversal in trend, the factor that is added is kept high to capture the reversal in total. If Yi and Yi + 1 are in opposite directions, or in other words if there is a sign change in magnitude, we apply a dominant factor limiting the fall. If the trend continues, the signal is again reproduced in total, plus the factor.
Experiments done and Performance Evaluation
Here, different experiments are done using different daubechies wavelets of orders, db8, db12, db20 and db22 along with a noise of 5db. The performance evaluation is calculated in terms of SNR value, spectrograms and waveform plots.
Evaluation using SNR
The table given below shows the comparison of SNR values using ST alone and using ASST. From the results it is clear that better results are obtained using db20. 
Evaluation using Spectrogram
Figure given below shows the spectrogram of the original signal, noisy signal, reconstructed signal using ST and reconstructed signal using ASST using db20. 
Evaluation using Waveform plots
Figure given below shows the waveform plot of the original signal, noisy signal, reconstructed signal using ST and reconstructed signal using ASST using db20. 
Conclusions and Future Work
An upgraded speech enhancement method has been presented in this work. Here, a new algorithm is proposed for smoothing the speech signal by removing the sudden spikes which contains noise. When this algorithm is used along with soft thresholding, better results are obtained by an increase in the SNR values. All the 5000 samples from the database are used for evaluation. All the data gave an improvement in the results. Results obtained clearly shows that smoothing the signal before applying any threshold method give better results. Since the adaptive smoothing of the signal is a common technique which can be applied to any signal, it can be used along with any speech enhancement methods. Thus wavelet denoising using ASST is an effective method for removing noise from signals. As a future extension of this work, different speech enhancement techniques can be used with this and the performance of these can be analyzed. 
